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Abstract
Modular decomposition of graphs is a powerful tool with many appli-

cations in graph theory and optimization. There are e�cient linear-time
algorithms that compute the decomposition for undirected graphs. The
best previously published time bound for directed graphs is O(n+m log n),
where n is the number of vertices and m is the number of edges. We give
an O(n + m)-time algorithm.
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1 Introduction

A module in a graph G = (V,E) is a set X of vertices such that each vertex in
V \X has a uniform relationship to all members of X. That is, if y ∈ V \X, then
y has directed edges to all members of X or to none of them, and all members
of X have directed edges to y or none of them do. (See Figure 1.) Di�erent
members y and y′ of V \X can have di�erent relationships to members of X,
however. For instance y can have directed edges to all members of X when
y′ has directed edges to none of them. The members of X can have arbitrary
relationships to each other, as can the members of V \X.

It is not hard to see that if X and Y are two disjoint modules, then if
some vertex of Y is a neighbor of some vertex of X, then all vertices of Y are
neighbors of all vertices of X. Therefore, Y can be considered unambiguously
to be a neighbor of X or a non-neighbor of X. If P is a nontrivial partition
of V such that each member of P is a module, this observation gives rise to a
quotient graph, which is the graph of adjacencies between members of P. (See
Figure 2.) The subgraphs induced by the members of P record the relationships
in G that are not captured by the quotient. Together, the quotient and factors
give a representation of G.

Further simpli�cation can often be obtained by decomposing the factors and
the quotient recursively. The modular decomposition is a unique, canonical way
to do this that implicitly represents all possible ways the decompose the graph
into quotients and factors. It can be represented by a rooted tree.
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Figure 1: A module of an undirected graph is a set X of vertices such that each
vertex y ∈ V \X has a uniform relationship to all members of X. For instance,
every member of X is a neighbor of d and no member of X has d as a neighbor,
so they all have the same relationship to d.
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Figure 2: If A and B are disjoint modules, then if B contains a neighbor of a
vertex in A, every member of B is a neighbor of every member of A. In this case,
B is adjacent to A. A partition P of G where each member of P is a module
de�nes a quotient graph, which describes the adjacencies among members of P.
The quotient, together with the subgraphs induced by the nontrivial members
of P, give a representation of G, since the edges of G can be recovered from
them.
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Modular decomposition theory originates from Gallai's work about transi-
tive orientation [Gal67]. Möhring and Radermacher [MR84, Möh85] survey the
topic.

The class of cographs (and some extensions like P4-sparse, P4-reducible, and
P4-tidy) [CLS81, Hoà85, JO89, GRT97] are classes where a graph is uniquely
de�ned by the properties of its modular decomposition. A great number of
NP-hard optimization problems for graphs can be easily solved if a solution is
known for every quotient graph in the modular decomposition. If every quo-
tient is small, this gives an e�cient solution. Its famous applications include
transitive orientation [Gal67], weighted maximum clique, and coloring. Modu-
lar decomposition is also used in graph drawing. Many classes, such as interval
graphs or permutation graphs have simple recognition algorithms using mod-
ular decomposition (see [Gol80, BLS99] for a survey). Fewer directed graph
classes are known, but modular decomposition can help in their recognition (see
[Mül97] for instance).

Some width parameters are also closely related to the modular decomposi-
tion. The clique-width of a graph is the maximum of clique-widths of quotient
graphs in the modular decomposition tree. Classes with a �nite number of
possible quotients therefore have a bounded clique-width (2 for cographs, 3 for
P4-sparse, P4-reducible, and P4-tidy).

Many algorithms of various complexities have appeared, beginning in the
1960's. The �rst linear-time algorithm was given by [MS94, MS99], which was
quickly followed by other linear time algorithms that use quite di�erent ap-
proaches to the problem [CH94, DGM01]. The best previous time bound for
the directed case is O(n2) [EGMS94, McC95] or O(m log n)[DGM02]. Here we
present an O(n + m)-time algorithm.

A graph G can be thought of as a coloring of the edges of the complete
graph with two colors, one corresponding to edges that are contained in G and
one corresponding to edges that are in its complement. This abstraction awards
no special status to G over its complement; the modules are the same on both
graphs. The 2-structures are a generalization of graphs: a 2-structure is a
coloring of the complete digraph with k color, instead of two. This object was
introduced by A. Ehrenfeucht and G. Rozenberg [ER90a, ER90b], who gave a
generalization of modular decomposition to 2-structures.

Chein, Habib and Maurer [CHM81] characterized the properties that a fam-
ily of sets, such as the modules of a graph, must have in order to have a de-
composition tree such as the modular decomposition. Such families are called
partitive set families. Our algorithm exploits the modular decomposition of a 2-
structure, as well as the fact that the intersection of two partitive set families is
a partitive set family. We develop a procedure for �nding the tree decomposition
of the intersection, given the tree decompositions of the two families.

The next section gives basic de�nitions and concepts. The third section
presents the algorithm for �nding the decomposition tree of the intersection of
two partitive families. The fourth section gives a novel and simple algorithm
for decomposition of tournaments that we use in the main algorithm. The �fth
part of the paper gives the directed graph decomposition algorithm itself.
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 Graphs and digraphs

Let G = (V,E) be a �nite directed graph (or simply digraph) with vertex-set
V = V (G) and arc-set E = E(G) ⊆ V (G) × V (G). Here a digraph is loopless
((u, u) /∈ E). The digraph induced by X ⊆ V is G[X] = (X, E ∩ (X ×X)). The
pair (u, v) a simple arc if (u, v) ∈ E and (v, u) /∈ E, an edge if (u, v) ∈ E and
(v, u) ∈ E, and a non-edge if (u, v) /∈ E and (v, u) /∈ E. Let n(G) denote the
number of vertices of G and m(G) denote the number of arcs (with edges being
counted twice). Let n and m denote these when G is understood.

Let N+(v) = {u|(v, u) ∈ E} and let N−(v) = {u|(u, v) ∈ E}. If X is a
module, we may write N+(X) and N−(X). A digraph can be stored in O(n+m)
space using adjacency-list representation [CLRS01]. A digraph is connected if
there is no partition of V in two non-empty sets with no arcs between them; a
maximal connected subgraph is a component. An undirected graph (or simply
graph) has no simple arc. A tree is a connected directed graph such that every
vertex except one (the root) is the origin of one simple arc. A stable set is a
digraph such that E = ∅, a clique (or complete digraph) is a digraph, such that
E = {(u, v)|u 6= v}, and a tournament is a digraph where there is a simple
arc between each pair of vertices. For our purposes, a linear order is an acyclic
tournament. A linear order has a unique topological sort.

2.2 Partitive families

The symmetric di�erence of two sets is A∆B = (A ∪ B) \ (A ∩ B). Two sets
X and Y overlap if they intersect, but neither is a subset of the other. That is,
they overlap if X \ Y , X ∩ Y , and Y \X are all nonempty.

Let V be a �nite set and F a family (set) of subsets of V . Let Size(F) =∑
F∈F |F |. F is tree-like if ∅ 6∈ F , V ∈ F , {x} ∈ F for all x ∈ V , and for all

X, Y ∈ F , X and Y do not overlap.

Lemma 1 The Hasse diagram (digraph of the transitive reduction) of the subset
relation on a tree-like family is a rooted tree.

Let us call the Hasse diagram of such a family the family's inclusion tree.
This de�nes a parent relation on members of F , and allows us to speak of the
siblings and children of a member of F .

The following is well-known:

Lemma 2 If F is a tree-like family on domain V and X is a nonempty subset
of V that does not overlap any member of F , then X is a union of one or more
siblings in F 's inclusion tree.

Proof: Let Y be the least common ancestor of X. If X is not a union of
siblings, then X fails to contain some child A of Y that it intersects. Then X
overlaps A, a contradiction. �
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F is a strongly partitive family [CHM81] (also called decomposable set family
by [Möh85]) if:

• V ∈ F , ∅ 6∈ F , and ∀v ∈ V , {v} ∈ F

• ∀X, Y ∈ F , if X and Y overlap, then X ∩ Y ∈ F , X ∪ Y ∈ F and
X∆Y ∈ F .

In this paper we assume that the empty set is not a member of F . A member
of a partitive family F is said to be strong if no other member of F overlaps it,
otherwise it is weak. S(F) is the family of strong sets of F . Though F is not a
tree-like family, S(F) is. Let T (F) denote the inclusion tree of S(F).

Theorem 1 [CHM81, Möh85] Let F be a strongly partitive family and let X
be an internal node of T (F) with children S1, S2, ..., Sk. Then X is of one of
the following two types:

• Complete: For every I ⊂ {1, . . . k}, such that 1 < |I| < k,
⋃

i∈I Si ∈ F

• Prime: For every I ⊂ {1, . . . k}, such that 1 < |I| < k,
⋃

i∈I Si 6∈ F

By Lemma 2, this implies that a set is a member of F i� it is a node of T (F)
or a union of children of a complete node in T (F) (as a module can not overlap
a strong module).

Notice that Size(F) can be exponential in |V | (the boolean family 2V is
strongly partitive) but that Size(S(F)) ≤ |V |2. Therefore T (F) is a polynomial-
size representation of the family.
F is a weakly partitive family if:

• V ∈ F , ∅ 6∈ F , and ∀v ∈ V , {v} ∈ F

• ∀X, Y ∈ F , if X and Y overlap, then X ∩Y ∈ F , X ∪Y ∈ F , X \Y ∈ F ,
and Y \X ∈ F .

When X and Y are overlapping members of a strongly partitive family, then
so is X∆Y , and this member overlaps X. Therefore, X \ Y = X ∩ (X∆Y ) is
also a member of the family. Similarly, Y \ X is in the family. This implies
that strongly partitive family is a weakly partitive family, but the converse is
not true.

Theorem 2 [Hab81, MR84] Let F be a weakly partitive family, let X be an
internal node of T (F), and let S1, S2, ..., Sk be the children of X. Then X is of
one of the following three types:

• Complete: For every I ⊂ {1, . . . k}, such that 1 < |I| < k,
⋃

i∈I Si ∈ F

• Prime: For every I ⊂ {1, . . . k}, such that 1 < |I| < k,
⋃

i∈I Si 6∈ F

• Linear: There exists an ordering of {1, 2, ..., k} such that if I ⊂ {1, . . . k}
and 1 < |I| < k, then

⋃
i∈I Si ∈ F i� the members of I are consecutive

in the ordering.

Conversely, by Lemma 2, if F is a weak partitive family, Y ⊆ V is a member
of F i� it is either a node of T (F), the union of a set of children of a complete
node of T (F), or the union of a consecutive set of children in the ordering of a
linear node.
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2.3 2-structures

A 2-structure [ER90a] is a triple G = (V,E, k), where V is a �nite vertex-
set, k ∈ N, and E : V × V 7→ {1, . . . k} is a coloring function. A 2-structure
is symmetric if E(x, y) = E(y, x). Notice that for k = 2 a 2-structure is a
digraph, and a symmetric 2-structure is a graph when one of the color classes is
interpreted as the edges and the other as the non-edges. Furthermore, a loopless
multigraph G = (V,E) where E is a multiset of pairs of vertices may be seen as
a 2-structure G = (V,E′, k), where E′ counts the number of edges between two
vertices and k is the maximum of E′.

M ⊆ V is a module of a 2-structure (V,E, k) if it is nonempty and

∀x, y ∈M ∀z /∈M E(x, z) = E(y, z) and E(z, x) = E(z, y)

In other words, a module is a 2-structure is a set X of vertices that have
a uniform relationship to each z ∈ V \ X. The trivial modules are V and its
one-element (singleton) subsets.

Theorem 3 [ER90b]
The modules of a 2-structure form a weakly partitive family.
The modules of a symmetric 2-structure form a strongly partitive family.

The modular decomposition of a 2-structure H is the tree T (H) given by
Theorem 3 and Theorem 2 or Theorem 1, depending on whether H is symmetric.

If X is a nonempty subset of V , and H is a 2-structure, let H[X] denote the
substructure induced by X, that is, X and the coloring of X ×X given by H.

If X and Y are disjoint modules of H, then all members of X×Y are colored
with the same color, and all members of Y ×X are colored with the same color.
If P is a partition of V where every partition class is a module, the quotient
induced by P is the 2-structure with the members of P as vertices, and where
for X, Y ∈ P, the color of (X, Y ) is the color of the edges of X × Y in H.

Let M be a node of T (H) and let Let M1 . . .Mk be its children. Since
{M1,M2, ...,Mk} is a partition of the vertices of H[M ] where every part is a
module, it de�nes a quotient on H[M ]. Let us call this M 's quotient in T (H).

A 2-structure is prime if it has only trivial modules. It is a c-clique if
E(x, y) = c for all x and y. It is a (c, c′)-order if E(x, y) ∈ {c, c′} for all x and
y, and the relation xRy i� E(x, y) = c is a total order. Recall that a module is
strong if it overlaps no other.

Proposition 1 [ER90b] Let M be a strong module of a 2-structure G.

• If M is prime (in the sense of Theorem 2), the quotient of M is a prime
2-structure.

• If M is complete, there exists c such that the quotient of M is a c-clique.

• If M is linear there exists c and c′ such that the quotient of M is a (c, c′)-
order.

Let us say that a node is c-complete if its quotient is a c-clique, and (c, c′)-
linear if its quotient is a (c, c′)-order.
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2.4 Modular decomposition of digraphs

The modules of a digraph are obtained by treating it as a 2-structure on V
with two colors, one for edges and one for non-edges. The properties of modules
apply to graphs as a special case. By Proposition 1, if M is a a linear node of
T (G), then its quotient is a total order, and if it is a complete node of T (G),
then its quotient is a clique or a stable set. A complete node is a series node if
its quotient is a clique and a parallel node if its quotient is a stable set.

Notice that a digraph has at most 2n − 1 strong modules (as they form
an inclusion tree with n leaves), while there can be 2n di�erent modules in a
digraph (e.g. a stable set).

A vertex v cuts a set S ⊂ V if v /∈ S and S is not a module of G[S∪{v}]. The
vertices that cut S are its cutter-set. M is a module if and only if its cutter-set
is empty.

3 Intersection of Strongly Partitive Set Families

Let V be a set and Fa, Fb be two partitive families on V . The intersection of
Fa and Fb is F = Fa∩Fb, the family of sets that are members of both families.

Lemma 3 The intersection of two strongly partitive families is a strongly par-
titive family.

Proof: Let Fa and Fb be the two families. If X and Y are overlapping
members of Fa ∩ Fb, they are members of Fa, so X ∪ Y , X ∩ Y , and X∆Y
are members of Fa. The same is true of Fb, so X ∪ Y , X ∩ Y , and X∆Y are
members of Fa ∩ Fb. �

This suggests a binary operator on decomposition trees over domain V .
Given two decomposition trees Ta and Tb of strongly partitive families on domain
V , let Ta ∧ Tb denote the partitive tree of F(Ta) ∩ F(Tb), which exists by
Lemma 3.

In this section, we give an algorithm for computing Ta ∧ Tb e�ciently, given
partitive trees Ta and Tb on the same domain V . In the rest of this section,
let Fa and Fb denote the partitive families represented by Ta and Tb, and let
I = Fa ∩ Fb.

Given a partitive tree T , let F(T ) be the partitive set family that it repre-
sents. Let S(T ) denote the strong members of that family. That is, S(T ) is just
the set of nodes of T .

Pa(S) is the smallest node of Ta that contains S as a proper subset. Notice
that if S is a union of siblings in Ta then Pa(S) is their parent. Let Pb(S) be
de�ned in the same way on Tb.

Given an arbitrary set family S of subsets of domain V , let the overlap graph
O(S) denote the graph whose vertices are the members of S and whose edges
are the pairs {(A,B)|A and B are overlapping members of S}. The connected
components of O(S) are known as the overlap components.

Lemma 4 If C is an overlap component of S and X is a set that overlaps
⋃
C,

then X overlaps some S ∈ C.

Proof: Since X overlaps
⋃
C, it is not contained in any member of C. Suppose

X overlaps no member of C. Let {A,B} be the partition of members of C that
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are disjoint from X and contained in X, respectively. Since X overlaps
⋃
C,

each of A and B is nonempty. No member of A overlaps any member of B,
contradicting the assumption that C is an overlap component. �

Given strongly partitive trees Ta and Tb, let O(Ta, Tb) = {
⋃
C|C is an overlap

component of S(Ta) ∪ S(Tb)}. V and its singleton subsets are members of
O(Ta, Tb). If

⋃
C overlaps

⋃
D, then

⋃
C overlaps a member of D, according

to Lemma 4, and so C and D are the same overlap component. Therefore, no
members of O(Ta, Tb) overlap: O(Ta, Tb) is a tree-like family. According to
Lemma 4, a node X of Ta or of Tb can not overlap

⋃
C, or else it would be in

that component, therefore no nodes of Ta or Tb overlap a member of O(Ta, Tb).
No member of I overlaps a node of Ta or of Tb, so by Lemma 4, no member

of I overlaps any member O(Ta, Tb). This gives the following by Lemma 2:

Lemma 5 Every node of Ta and Tb, and every member of I, is a union of
siblings in inclusion tree of O(Ta, Tb).

Let A = {S|S ∈ O(Ta, Tb) and S is a node of Ta or Pa(S) is not prime in
Ta}. Let B be de�ned analogously on Tb. If Ta and Tb are strongly partitive
trees, then let U(Ta, Tb) = A ∩ B.

Let RU be the following relation on members of U(Ta, Tb): for X, Y ∈
U(Ta, Tb), XRUY i� Pa(X) = Pa(Y ), Pb(X) = Pb(Y ), and neither of these
nodes is prime.

Clearly, RU is an equivalence relation. Let S(Ta, Tb) = U(Ta, Tb) ∪ {
⋃
D|D

is an equivalence class in RU}.

Theorem 4 If Ta and Tb are the decomposition trees of strongly partitive fam-
ilies, then S(Ta, Tb) is the set of nodes of T (I).

Proof: Suppose X ∈ O(Ta, Tb) is a member of I. Then it must be a node of
Ta or a union of children of a complete node in Ta, hence, by Lemma 5 it is a
member of A. Similarly, it is a member of B, so it is a member of A ∩ B. X
overlaps with no member of I, hence it is a node of TI .

If X ∈ I is a strong member of Fa, then it is a node of Ta, and, as it is
also a member of Fb, no node of Tb overlap it (in Fb, X is either strong or the
union of strong siblings), therefore X is the sole member of its equivalence class.
The union of its overlap component is exactly X, and therefore X ∈ O(Ta, Tb).
Similarly, if M is a strong member of Fb then X ∈ O(Ta, Tb). Any member
Z of I that is not a member of O(Ta, Tb) is therefore weak in both Fa and
Fb. Z is then a union of children of a node Ya of Ta, and a union of sibling
children of a node Yb of Tb. Z is therefore the union of some subfamily of the
equivalence class of RY corresponding to Ya and Yb. Every union of members
of this equivalence class is a member of I, so if Z is a node of T (I), it must
be the union of the entire equivalence class to avoid overlapping other such
unions. This is also su�cient: if Z is the union of the entire equivalence class,
no member of I overlaps Ya or Yb, and therefore no member of I overlaps Z,
hence Z is a node of T (I). �

We now describe some basic algorithmic tools.

Lemma 6 Given a tree-like family F , it takes O(Size(F)) time to construct
its inclusion tree.
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Proof: If V is the domain, Size(F) = Ω(|V |), since V ∈ F . Sort the members
of F by size. This takes O(Size(F)) time when using bucket sort, since the
sizes are in the ranges from 1 to |V | [CLRS01]. Then, create a list, for each
x ∈ V , of the members of F that contain x, in ascending order of size. This
can be accomplished by visiting each Y ∈ F in descending order of size, and
for each x ∈ Y , inserting a pointer to Y to the front of x's list. This takes
O(Size(F)) time. Then, visit each member x of V , putting a parent pointer
from each member of x's list to its successor in x's list if there isn't already one,
as these are the chain of ancestors of {x}. �

Next, consider Algorithm 1 which is given in [Spi92], and which we reproduce
here for completeness. Given an inclusion tree on a domain V and an arbitrary
X ⊆ V , it �nds the maximal members of F that are subsets of X. The algorithm
runs in O(|X|) time, with linear-time initializations performed once.

Input: An inclusion tree T on V and an arbitrary subset X of V

Output: The maximal nodes N1, . . . Nk of T such that Ni ⊂ X

begin

foreach leaf N = {x} of T , x ∈ X do

mark N
end

foreach node N of T such that all its children S1, . . . Sk are marked do

Unmark S1, . . . Sk

mark N
end

end

Algorithm 1: Mark the maximal nodes of an inclusion tree that are subsets of
X ⊆ V

Let an inclusion tree be initialized if each node carries a parent pointer, a list
of pointers to its children, an initialized �eld for marking, a record of how many
children it has, and an initialized �eld for recording how many of its children
are marked. The next lemma follows easily from Algorithm 1.

Lemma 7 [Spi92] Given an initialized inclusion tree of a tree-like set family
F on domain V and a set X ⊆ V , it takes O(|X|) time to �nd the maximal
members of F that are subsets of X, and then reinitialize the tree.

Corollary 1 Given the decomposition tree of a strongly partitive family F on
domain V and X ⊆ V , it takes O(|X|) time to determine whether X ∈ F .

Proof: X is a member of F i� it is a node of the decomposition tree or a
union of children of a complete node. By Lemma 7, we may �nd the maximal
nodes of the decomposition tree that are subsets of X, and verify that if there
is more than one of them, they share a complete parent. �

Theorem 5 [Dah00] Given a set family S on domain V , it takes O(|V | +
Size(S)) time to �nd the overlap components of S.

The algorithm, which is straightforward to implement, �nds the components
without actually computing the overlap graph. Finding the union of each of
these components using an initialized boolean array of size |V | gives O(Ta, Tb).

The following is the main result of this section.
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Theorem 6 Given decomposition trees Ta and Tb of strongly partitive families
on domain V , it takes O(Size(S(Fa)) + Size(S(Fb))) time to �nd T (I) = Ta ∧
Tb.

Proof: By Theorem 5, the bound is observed for �nding the overlap compo-
nents of the nodes S(Fa) ∪ S(Fb) of Ta and Tb. The union of each component
is easily found within the bound using a boolean array of size O(|V |) that is
initialized once, and left in an initialized state after each union operation. This
gives O(Ta, Tb). By Lemma 6, we may �nd the inclusion tree of O(Ta, Tb) within
the bound.

By Corollary 1, Algorithm 1 can be used to test each node in this tree for
membership in A and for membership in B in time linear in Size(O(Ta, Tb)),
which gives U(Ta, Tb).

We may then number the members of U(Ta, Tb) from 1 to O(n). Algo-
rithm 1 can then be used to �nd Pa(X) and Pb(X) for each X ∈ U(Ta, Tb) in
O(Size(U(Ta, Tb)) time. The number labels of Pa(X) and Pb(X) give a pair of
integers, each from 1 to O(n); bucket sorting the members of U(Ta, Tb) accord-
ing to this number pair gives the equivalence classes of RU . The union of each
equivalence class can be found in linear time using an initialized boolean array
of size O(|V |). �

In this paper we use the following application of this theorem. Let H and H ′

be two symmetric 2-structures on domain V . Let H∧H ′, denote the 2-structure
on domain V where two arcs have the same label i� they have the same label
in both H and H ′.

Lemma 8 If H and H ′ are symmetric 2-structures on domain V , then

T (H ∧H ′) = T (H) ∧ T (H ′)

Proof: Let F be the modules of H and F ′ be the modules of H ′. By the
de�nitions, M ⊆ V is a module of both H and H ′ i� for x ∈ V \M , all edges
between x and M have the same color in H ∧ H ′. Therefore, the modules of
H ∧H ′ are F ∩ F ′, whose decomposition tree is T (H) ∧ T (H ′). �

4 Modular decomposition of tournaments

A factorizing permutation σ of a graph G is a linear ordering of V (G) such that
every strong module of G is a factor (interval) of σ. An embedding of T (G)
gives a factorizing permutation, just by reading its leaves from left to right.
Conversely, Capelle, Habib and Montgol�er [CHdM02] give an O(n + m) algo-
rithm for retrieving T (G), given a factorizing permutation. The algorithm that
we give in this section for �nding the modular decomposition of a tournament
does so by computing a factorizing permutation and then making use of this
result.

Let say that a factorizing permutation is perfect if all modules of G, not just
the strong modules, are intervals in the ordering.

A factorizing permutation exists for every graph, but a requirement for a
perfect factorizing permutation to exist is that all nodes of the modular de-
composition be prime or linear. All tournaments admit a perfect factorizing
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permutation. The factorizing permutation computed by the algorithm of this
section is a perfect one, a fact that we make use of in a later section.

The algorithm uses ordered partition re�nement algorithm [PT87]. An or-
dered partition is a list P of non-empty and pairwise-disjoint subsets (classes)
of a set V , whose union is V , with a total order on the classes.

Input: A tournament G = (V,E)
Output: A perfect factorizing permutation Pn of G

begin

Let v1 . . . vn be any ordering of V
P0 ← {V }
for i from 1 to n do

Let C be the class of Pi−1 such that vi ∈ C
Pi ← Pi−1 where C is replaced by C ∩N−(vi) ; {vi} ; C ∩N+(vi)
consecutively

end

end

Algorithm 2: A perfect factorizing permutation Pn of G

At each step, up to three new classes are substituted for an old one. Empty
classes are not inserted.

Correctness of the algorithm: The correctness of this algorithm is a con-
sequence of the following three invariants:

Invariant 1 For all 0 ≤ i ≤ n, Pi is an ordered partition of V having at least
i singleton classes.

Invariant 2 Let C be a class of Pi having more than one vertex.

• If C is not the leftmost class of Pi, then the class on the left of C is a
singleton class {vj}, j ≤ i. Furthermore, C ⊂ N+(vj).

• If C is not the rightmost class of Pi, then the class on the right of C is a
singleton class {vk}, k ≤ i. Furthermore, C ⊂ N−(vk).

Invariant 3 For all 0 ≤ i ≤ n, the partial order Pi has a linear extension that
is a perfect factorizing permutation.

Invariant 3 is equivalent to the following: whenever M is a module of the
tournament, the members of Pi that intersect M are consecutive in the ordering
on Pi, and only the �rst and last of these can overlap with M .

The proof of the �rst two invariants is easy. Notice that, as G is a tourna-
ment, no element is lost when replacing C by C∩N−(vi), {vi}, and C∩N+(vi).
Let us prove the third invariant. Trivially P0 can be extended to a perfect fac-
torizing permutation. Let us suppose that Pi−1 also can. Let M be a module.
Since Pi di�ers from Pi−1 only in the class C that contains vi, it is clear that our
proof deals only with C ∈ Pi−1. Let Ca be C ∩N−(vi) and Cb be C ∩N+(vi).
There are three cases:

1. If C ⊆M , then the invariant is still true for M no matter how C is split.
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2. If M ⊂ C, then

• If vi ∈ M , then M can overlap only the two classes Ca and Cb, and
contains the class {vi} between them, so the invariant is true.

• If vi /∈M then, since M is a module, M ⊆ Ca or M ⊆ Cb depending
on whether M ⊆ N+(vi) or M ⊆ N−(vi).

3. If M overlaps C, then M intersects either the class on the left of C, or the
class on its right. According to Invariant 2, this class is a singleton class,
say {w}. Suppose without loss of generality that w is to the right of C.
Then C ⊆ N−(w).

• If vi /∈ M , then M ⊂ N+(vi) (because M is a module containing
w ∈ N+(vi)). So M ∩ C = M ∩ Cb. Since Cb is located on the right
of {vi}, the invariant still holds.
• If vi ∈ M then ∀x ∈ Cb, w ∈ N+(x) and vi ∈ N−(x). As {vi, w} ⊂

M , x ∈ M (it cannot cut a module), thus Cb ⊂ M . M can overlap
only Ca, and contains {vi} and Cb: the invariant still holds.

Theorem 7 Algorithm 4 computes a perfect factorizing permutation of any
tournament in O(n + m) time.

Proof: The correctness is directly given by Invariants 1 and 3. At the nth

step, all classes are singleton, so the order is total. Since every vertex vi is used
once, and since computing Ca and Cb takes O(n) time, the whole process takes
O(n2) time, which is linear since G has Θ(n2) arcs. �

5 Modular decomposition of directed graphs

If G = (V,E) is a digraph. Let us de�ne the following auxiliary objects:

The undirected graph Gs = (V,Es) such that {u, v} ∈ Es if and only if (u, v) ∈
E or (v, u) ∈ E

The undirected graph Gd = (V,Ed), such that {u, v} ∈ Ed if and only if
(u, v) ∈ E and (v, u) ∈ E.

Since undirected graphs are a special case of symmetric 2-structures, we may
de�ne the symmetric 2-structure H(V,EH) = Gs ∧ Gd (see Lemma 8). Let us
assume that the colors of edges of H are indicated with the following labels:

• EH(u, v) = 0 if {u, v} is a non-edge ({u, v} is a non-edge in both Gs and
Gd).

• EH(u, v) = 1 if {u, v} is an edge ({u, v} is an edge in both Gs and Gd).

• EH(u, v) = 2 if (u, v) or (v, u) is a simple arc ({u, v} is an edge in Gs but
not in Gd).

Since the edges of Gd are a subset of the edges of Gs, there is no color for
edges that are in Gd but not in Gs.

By Lemma 8, M is a module of H if and only if it is a module of both Gs

and Gd.
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Lemma 9 Every module of G is a module of H.

Proof: Suppose X ⊂ V fails to be a module of Gd or Gs. Then there exist
x1, x2 ∈ X and y ∈ V \X such that, in Gd or Gs, y is a neighbor of x1 but not
of x2. If this happens in Gs, then (x1, y) or (y, x1) is an arc of G, but neither
(x2, y) nor (y, x2) is an arc of G, and X fails to be a module of G. If it happens
in Gd, then both of (x1, y) and (y, x1) are arcs of G, but one of (x2, y) and
(y, x2) fails to be an arc, and X again fails to be a module of G. �

Corollary 2 There exists a way to order the children of each node in T (H) so
that the resulting leaf order is a factorizing permutation of G.

Proof: Let X be a complete node of T (H), and let S = {S1, S2, ..., Sk} be
its children. Let FX denote the tree-like family on domain S whose root is
S, whose leaves are {Si|Si ∈ S}, and whose internal nodes are {S ′|

⋃
S ′ is a

strong module of G}. Since no members of FX overlap, it is a tree-like family on
domain S. If {S1, S2, ..., Sk} is ordered according to their depth-�rst ordering
of the inclusion tree of FX , all unions of children of X that are strong modules
of G will be consecutive. By Lemma 9, every strong module of G is a node of
T (H) or a union of children of a complete node of T (H), so applying such an
ordering at every complete node of T (H) will impose a factorizing permutation
of G on the leaves. �

Our algorithm proceeds by ordering the children of nodes in T (H) to obtain
a factorizing permutation of G in linear time. Combining this with the algorithm
of [CHdM02] gives a linear-time algorithm for modular decomposition of G.

Let X be a 0-complete or 1-complete node of T (H), and let S1, S2, ..., Sk be
its children that are modules of G. Let RX be the relation on {S1, S2, ..., Sk}
where SiRXSj i� N+(Si)∩ (V \X) = N+(Sj)∩ (V \X) and N−(Si)∩ (V \S) =
N−(Sj) ∩ (V \X). Clearly, RX is an equivalence relation.

Lemma 10 If X is a 0-complete or 1-complete node of T (H) and Y is a strong
module of G that is a union of children of X and not strong in H, then Y is
the union of all the members of an equivalence class of RX .

Proof: Suppose X is 0-complete. Let X1 . . . Xl be the children of X whose
union is Y . In G[X] there is no arc between Xi and Xj , for all 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ l.
Y is therefore a parallel module of G, as G[Y ] is not connected. Furthermore
each Xi is connected in G, else, each connected component of G[Xi] would be
a son of X, in TH , instead of Xi. So Xi, as connected component of a parallel
node, is a module of G. As Y is a module of G included in X, Xi ⊂ Y and
Xj ⊂ Y are RX -equivalent. Therefore, Y must be a union of children of X that
are modules of G, members of a single RX equivalence class. A son Z of X that
is not included in Y is RX -equivalent to Xi i� it is RX -equivalent to Xj (as Y is
a module). If this happens, then Z ∪ Y is a module of G. It is a parallel strong
module (there is no arc between Y and Z) whose son Y also is a parallel strong
module, a contradiction. Y is therefore the union of a whole RX equivalence
class.

If X is 1-complete, then Y is a series module of G and of Gd, and the same
proof holds, taking G instead of G. �
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1. Find Gs and Gd and H

2. Find the modular decompositions T (Gd) and T (Gs) of Gd and Gs using
one of the algorithms of [MS99, CH94, DGM02].

3. Find T (H) = T (Gs) ∧ T (Gd)

4. At each 0-complete and 1-complete node X, order the children so that
each equivalence class of RX is consecutive.

5. At each 2-complete node Y , select an arbitrary set S of representatives
from the children. Order the children of Y according to a perfect factor-
izing permutation of G[S]

6. The resulting leaf order of T (H) is a factorizing permutation of G by
Lemmas 10 and 11. Use the algorithm of [CHdM02] to �nd the modular
decomposition of G.

Algorithm 3: Modular decomposition of a digraph

Lemma 11 Let X be a 2-complete node of T (H), let S1, S2, ..., Sk be its chil-
dren, and let S = {s1, s2, ..., sk} be arbitrary representatives from S1, S2, ..., Sk,
respectively. G[S] is a tournament. If (s1, s2, ..., sk) is a perfect factorizing
permutation of G[S], then every subfamily of {S1, S2, ..., Sk} whose union is a
module of G must be consecutive in (S1, S2, ..., Sk).

Proof: If M is a module of G that is a union of children of X, then M ∩S is a
module of G[S]. Since (s1, s2, ..., sk) is a perfect factorizing permutation of G[S],
M ∩S is consecutive in this ordering, hence M is consecutive in (S1, S2, ..., Sk).
�

Algorithm 3 �nds the modular decomposition of G.

5.1 Complexity analysis

A linear time bound for Step 1 is trivial and the linear time bounds for Steps 2
and 6 are immediate from the cited results. At each node Y of Step 5, we may
charge the cost of �nding the perfect factorizing permutation of G[S] to the
corresponding edges of G at a cost of O(1) per edge, by Theorem 7. These
edges all have Y as their least common ancestor in T (H), so no edge of G is
charged more than once. It remains to derive the linear time bounds for Steps 3
and 4.

5.1.1 Step 3

Theorem 8 Let G be a digraph andM the set of its strong modules.∑
M∈M

|M | ≤ 2m + 3n

Furthermore if G is connected, then∑
M∈M

|M | ≤ 2m + 2n
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Proof: Let ρ(G) be the sum
∑

M∈M |M |. Clearly for a one-vertex digraph
ρ(G) = 1. Let us suppose the theorem holds for digraphs up to n − 1 vertices,
and let G be a digraph having n vertices.

If G is not connected, then G has k ≥ 2 connected components G1 . . . Gk.
Theorem 8 applies to each, so:

∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ k, ρ(Gi) ≤ 2mi + 2ni

Moreover, a strong module of G is either a strong module of {Gi}, i ∈ {1 . . . k},
or the vertex-set V (G). Each arc of G appears in exactly one Gi, so that∑

i mi = m.
ρ(G) = n + ρ(G1) + . . . + ρ(Gk)

≤ n + 2m1 + 2n1 + . . . + 2mk + 2nk

≤ 2m + 3n

If G is connected, let Gi 1 ≤ i ≤ k be the maximal strong modules of G.
Each one has less than n vertices, so

∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ k, ρ(Gi) ≤ 2mi + 3ni

There are two kinds of arcs in G: the
∑

mi arcs that are internal to one Gi,
and the m′ = m−

∑
mi �external� arcs joining two Gi's.

1. If every Gi has at least two vertices, then every vertex of G is adjacent to
at least two external arcs, so m′ ≥ n.

∑
mi ≤ m− n.

ρ(G) = n + ρ(G1) + . . . + ρ(Gk)
≤ n + 2m1 + 3n1 + . . . + 2mk + 3nk

≤ 4n + 2
∑

mi

≤ 2n + 2m

2. Otherwise one Gi (say G1) has only one vertex. G is connected and, if its
internal arcs are removed, G remains connected. Therefore m′ ≥ n − 1.∑

mi ≤ m− n + 1

ρ(G) = n + ρ(G1) + ρ(G2) + . . . + ρ(Gk)
≤ n + 1 + 2m2 + 3n2 + . . . + 2mk + 3nk

≤ n + 1 + 2
∑

mi + 3(n− 1)
≤ n + 1 + 2m− 2n + 2 + 3n− 3
≤ 2n + 2m

�

Corollary 3 Step 3 takes O(n + m) time.

Proof: The sizes of Gd and Gs are O(n+m), so the result follows immediately
from Theorems 6 and 8. �
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5.1.2 Step 4

For Step 4, we must compute the equivalence classes of RX at each 0-complete
or 1-complete node X of T (H). For this, it su�ces to identify those members of
of the children {S1, S2, ..., Sk} of X that are modules of G, and to group these
according to their adjacencies with vertices in V \X.

A solution to this problem on undirected graphs was �rst given in [Spi92]
and is a key step in the algorithms of [MS99, DGM02]. Its generalization to a
directed graph G using the decomposition tree TH of H is straightforward, as
we show next. We present here a variation of the computation method.

The algorithm is general to any inclusion tree T , not just TH . Number
the elements of V from 1 to n in the order of left-to-right appearance in an
arbitrary embedding of T . This gives a factorizing permutation σ. Each node
of T occupies a factor of σ. Let le(X) be the �rst occurrence of a vertex of
X in σ and re(X) the last occurrence. If a node X of T has a cutter to its
left in the ordering, let lc(X) denote the the number label of the leftmost of its
cutters; otherwise let lc(X) = le(X). If it has a cutter to its right, let rc(X)
denote the rightmost of its cutters; otherwise, let rc(X) = re(X). The cutters
are taken in G, not in H (where X is a module). Note that X is a module of G
i� lc(X) = le(X) and rc(X) = re(X).

Lemma 12 le(X), re(X), lc(X) and rc(X) can be computed, for all nodes X
of TH , in O(n + m) time.

Proof: Computing re(X) and le(X) can be done bottom-up. If X is a leaf,
lc(X) = rc(X) = σ(x). Else, lc(X) and rc(X) can be computed using the
following recurrence relations, where S1, . . . Sk are the children of X:

lc(X)=min
σ

(
lc(S1) . . . lc(Sk), lc(re(S1), le(S2)) . . . lc(re(Sk−1), le(Sk))

)
rc(X)=max

σ

(
rc(S1) . . . rc(Sk), rc(re(S1), le(S2)) . . . rc(re(Sk−1), le(Sk))

)
The proof for lc(X) is that lc(X) = minσ(rc({σ(i), σ(j)}) | le(X) ≤ i 6= j ≤
re(X)). As a vertex z cuts {σ(i), σ(j)} then it cuts {σ(c), σ(c+1)}, i ≤ c < j (if
two elements of an ordered set are di�erent, two consecutive elements are di�er-
ent. Here the ordered set is the edges between z and the factor σ(i) . . . σ(j)). So
we have : lc(X) = minσ(rc({σ(i), σ(i + 1)}) | le(X) ≤ i < re(X)) Factorizing
each Si gives the result. Same proof for rc(X).

A vertex x, preceded by y and trailed by z in σ, is used twice: one time
for the computation of the node that is the least common ancestor of x and y,
and one time for the least common ancestor of x and z. The key point of the
complexity analysis is to show that lc({x, y}) and rc({x, y}) can be computed
in O(|N+(x)|+ |N−(x)|+ |N+(y)|+ |N−(y)|) time.

To do this, bucket sort the edges of G according to σ, with vertex of origin
as the primary key and destination vertex as the secondary key, in order to
get N+(x) in sorted order of destination vertex at each vertex x. This takes
O(n + m) time [CLRS01]. Reverse the roles of primary and secondary key and
sort again to get N−(x) in sorted order of vertex of origin in O(n + m) time.
lc({x, y}) is the �rst vertex of (N+(x)∆N+(y)) ∪ (N−(x)∆N−(y)). As these
lists are sorted according to σ, it is easy to �nd. rc({x, y}) is the last vertex of
these lists. �
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For a node Y that is a module of G and child of a 0-complete or 1-complete
node X of TH , let S+(Y ) be N+(Y ) \X and a S−(Y ) be N−(Y ) \X. S+(Y )
and S−(Y ) can be computed by taking any vertex y ∈ Y and pruning elements
of X from its adjacency list. Two children of X are RX -equivalent i� they have
the same lists. Since the lists are sorted according to σ, a partition re�ning
algorithm using their �rst element, then the second, and so on until the last,
separates the children of a 0-complete or 1-complete node X into RX classes.

Lemma 13 Step 4 takes O(n + m) time.

Proof: Lemma 12 give the time bound for discrimination of modules. That
the lengths of the S+ and S− lists summed over all nodes of the tree is O(m)
follows easily from the fact that the sum

∑
x∈V |S+({x})|+ |S−({x})| of lengths

of lists at the leaves is m, and at each internal node X, the lengths of its
lists are at most half of the sum of lengths of the its children's lists. That
is, if C(X) denotes the children of X, |S+(X)| ≤ (1/2)

∑
S∈C(X) |S+(S)| and

|S−(X)| ≤ (1/2)
∑

S∈C(X) |S−(S)|.
The algorithm is linear in the lengths of the S+ and S− lists, so it takes

O(n + m) time to �nd the RX classes. �
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